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Formidable is this creature small, As in her web the victims fall; Attired in her dress of 

black, With ruthlessness she makes attack, The poisonous drop she then secretes, The prey is 

doomed and death it meets. 

In a dusty corner of an old woodshed or among the rafters of an attic, one frequently finds 

beautiful works of art—delicate silken webs are they, geometrically perfect in design—the 

product of a small arachnid.  Perhaps we may take time to admire their weaving, but seldom are 

we attracted by the weaver itself, because the spider is repulsive and has little appeal for the 

average individual.  Very timid and shy are these creatures, preferring darkness and unfrequented 

places. 

For the present, we are interested in the exception: namely, the only poisonous spider in 

the United States.  Until the turn of the century (1900) this poisonous arachnid was called in 

descriptive literature the “Black Spider” because of its ebony color.  However, the present 

appellation—“Black Widow” was given to it by popular writers who claimed that she invariably 

devoured her partner after mating and thus became a widow.  Experiments within the last 

decades have proved that only in cases of extreme hunger does she consume her partner and 

enter the state of widowhood. 

The black widow has also been called the “Shoe-button spider”, the “Hourglass spider”, 

the Red-spotted spider” and the “Poison Lady spider”—all of which are more fitting, but less 

fanciful than the present misnomer.  The scientific—latradectus mactous, means murderous, 

biting robber. 

Although the black widow has been found in every state in the union, it prefers the warm 

south and southwest.  Other members of the genus Latrodectus, which are also poisonous, are 

found in Europe, Asia, Africa and Australia. 

By nature, the black widow is sedentary and not a hunter.  It spins a very coarse web, 

unlike most spiders, and lives on flies, coddling moths, caterpillars, grasshoppers and squash 

bugs from which it extracts its liquid food by sucking and pressing its victim. 

The best identification is the red hourglass spot located on its underside.  Occasionally, 

this spot is colored orange or yellow, but regardless of color it stands out in bold relief in contrast 

to the black body.  In addition, it has eight pearly white eyes to aid in its identification. 

The female lays from 25 to 1000 eggs per sac (cocoon) and during the course of its 

lifetime (about two or three years) averages nine broods.  Only a small percentage of the young 

mature.  Sometimes the hungry mother devours her young and the newly hatched frequently 

devour one another until they are able to find a good supply of food. 

Both sexes have venom pouches located at the base of the fangs.  As the male matures, 

his pouches gradually shrink and dry up, while the opposite is true of the female, for her poison 

sacs increase in size and the venom becomes more potent.  (This toxic liquid is not a glandular 

secretion as has been formerly supposed, but is absorbed from the general body fluid by these 

pouches and hence, called toxalbumen).  The fangs are very sharp and make a needle-like prick 

into the victim.  The venom flows down the hollow tubes within the fang through a pin point 

aperture which remains open in spite of the pressure applied.  Not only is the venom poisonous, 

but the entire body fluid as well as the eggs.  This explains the old Indian custom in the 



southwestern United States of dipping their arrowheads in a concoction of macerated black 

widow spiders to make them poisonous. 

On the basis of dry weight, the venom of the black widow is fifteen times as potent as the 

rattlesnake’s secretion.  Of course, we must not fail to consider that the spider produces only a 

few drops of venom and consequently, the overall picture proves the rattlesnake to be much more 

dangerous. 

Although the table is far from complete since many cases, especially in the earlier years, 

were not recorded; yet it gives one an idea of the prevalence of spider bites and the relatively 

high fatality from 1926 to 1943.  Of the 1291 cases recorded, 55 resulted in death.  For the 

interest of the readers, we might refer to four of the States: California had 578 cases and 32 

deaths, Illinois had 17 cases and 2 deaths, Michigan had 2 cases and no deaths, Iowa also had 2 

cases and no deaths.  Today, the illness produced by spider’s venom is called arachnidism, and it 

is usually characterized by severe abdominal pain, fever, muscle spasms, nausea and delirium. 

Several attempts have been made to find a natural enemy of this spider, so that this 

poisonous creature could be exterminated.  One of the attempts was made with the solpugid, but 

its habitat was too limited.  Other experiments were made with a certain species of toad and a 

San Diegan alligator lizard, but both of these proved futile.  Also, the efforts of a small parasitic 

fly which deposited her eggs in the egg sac of the spider were unsuccessful in combating this 

loathsome and dreaded creature.  It was discovered that the best means of natural control is the 

mud-dauber wasp, which searches out the nest and paralyzes the spider by its powerful sting.  

Then it takes its stunned prey and transports it to its own home to store it in one of its cells.  The 

wasp continues this process until the cell is filled with black widows, after which it deposits an 

egg and seals the cell.  When the wasp egg hatches, it has a bounteous supply of “widows” to 

feast upon.  This has proved to be the best method of counteracting the spread of the black 

widow as no extensive artificial means of control have been effective. 
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